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Plenary Talks 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

Annalisa Baicchi   
University of Pavia, Italy 

THE PLACE OF EMOTIONS :  A  CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF 

EMBODIED SEMANTICS  
 
The present talk focuses on the language of emotions and offers a contrastive analysis of 
a corpus dataset compiled for the English-Italian language pair with a view to identifying 
the “place” where emotions are conceptualized in the two cultures. In agreement with 
recent research in the fields of Embodied Semantics and Cognitive Translation Studies, 
the talk aims to pin down the different types of embodied schemas that motivate the 
adjective of emotion plus prepositional phrase construction (AdjEM+PP cxn), as in shocked 
in terror, happy about her new life, furious at this injustice, annoyed over the whole business, 
trembling with fear.  

Based on the assumption that embodied schemas prompt meaning construction, 
the contrastive analysis shows that the choice of the prepositions employed to describe 
an emotive experience is not random but is cognitively motivated as well as culturally 
grounded. It provides a clear indication of the crucial differences in the expression of 
emotions that occur when the combination between the open-class of emotion adjectives 
and the closed-class of prepositions travels from English into Italian. The two languages 
differ as far as this construction is concerned with the unexpected result that English 
appears to express emotions in a more fine-grained way than Italian. Not only does the 
AdjEM+PP construction appear to be motivated by embodied cognition, but also by 
typological features that have a close connection to cultural preferences. English gives 
prominence to the manner of experiencing emotions and describes those emotions with 
recourse to a wider array of embodied schemas than Italian; while Italian, being a 
Romance language, systematically gives priority to the path and, as a consequence, is 
concerned with the cause originating the emotion. In other words, English ‘hypercognizes’ 
manner while Italian ‘hypocognizes’ it and gives pride of place to the cause-effect 
sequence of the flow-of-emotion scenario. Overall, the linguistic expression of emotive 
meanings has a cultural basis and is ingrained into conceptualizations that seem to 
comply with more general typological requirements.  
 
Main References: 
Caffi C. & Janney, R. W. (1994). Toward a pragmatics of emotive communication. Journal 

of Pragmatics 22(3–4): 325–373.  
Galati, D., Sini, B., Tinti, C., & Testa, S. (2008). The lexicon of emotion in the neo-Latin lan- 

guages. Social Science Information, 47(2), 205–220.  
Gibbs, R. (2005). Embodiment and cognitive science. Cambridge, MA: Cambridge 

University Press.  
Glenberg, A. M., Havas, D., Becker, R., & Rinck, M. (2005). Grounding language in bodily 

states: the case for emotion. In D. Pecher & R. Zwaan (Eds.), Grounding cognition (pp. 
115–128). New York: Cambridge University Press.  

Lakoff, G., & Johnson, M. (1999). Philosophy in the Flesh. New York: Basic Books. 
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Levy, R. (1973). Tahitians: Mind and experience in the society islands. Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press. 

Radden, G. (1997). The conceptualization of emotional causality by means of 
prepositional phrases. In A. Athanasiadou & E. Tabakowska (Eds.), Speaking of 
emotions (pp. 273–294). Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter.  

Slobin, D. (1997). Thinking for speaking. Proceedings of the 13th Annual Meeting of the 
Berkeley Linguistics Society, 435–444.  

Talmy, L. (1975). Semantics and syntax of motion. In J. P. Kimball (Ed.), Syntax and 
Semantics 4 (pp. 181–238). New York: Academic Press.  

Wilce, J. M. (2009). Language and emotion. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.  
 
 
 
 

Rafał Molencki 
University of Silesia 

NEW ADVERBIAL CONJUNCTIONS IN MIDDLE ENGLISH 
 
Owing to the development of argumentative writing many new adverbial conjunctions 
appeared  in Middle English. They were created by the syntactic extension of some 
previous words, through grammaticalization, but predominantly due to language contact 
(especially Anglo-French) in the bilingual environment. This resulted in the increase of 
hypotactic clause combining. Simultaneously we can observe the decrease in the 
polyfunctionality of the individual items in favour of more precise and distinct expression 
of abstract relationships such as condition, cause, concession and contrast often derived 
through the subjectification of earlier spatial and temporal conjunctions. The 
grammaticalization of the new English conjunctions will be compared with the parallel 
processes in medieval French. The language material for the paper comes from the 
electronic databases of medieval English and French texts confronted with the original 
manuscripts. 
 
 
 

Grzegorz Szpila 
Jagiellonian University, Cracow 

PHRASEOLOGICAL LOCI ON THE MAP OF A LITERARY TEXT 
 
The talk will be devoted to the relationship between phraseological signs and literary 
texts. The observations concerning the deployment of phraseological units in literature 
will be made from the perspective of phraseo-stylistics (cf. Szpila 2009, 2010, 2012a, 
2012b, 2014). This approach to the structure of texts describes their form, meaning and 
function from the phraseological angle, focusing primarily on non-literal expressions, 
such as idioms and proverbs. The starting point in the talk is the concept of phraseological 
locus, that is the place of the embedding of a metaphorical unit in a given text. 
Phraseological loci are examined in a bottom-top analysis in order to explain their role in 
the formal and semantic construction of a literary work. The author will discuss the role 
such phraseological loci have in the construal of formal and semantic ties, in the process 
showing their micro-, macro-, meta- and hyperfunctions. By way of illustration, the author 
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will cite examples from highly phraseological novels by Salman Rushdie and Dorota 
Masłowska, two novelists whose literary works exemplify all the various and creative 
uses of idiomatic expressions. 
 

References 
Szpila. G. 2009. “In Search of Phraseo-sense: Salman Rushdie’s Idiomatic Meanings.” In E. Chrzanowska-
Kluczewska; G. Szpila (eds.), In Search of (Non)Sense. Cambridge: Cambridge Scholars, 88-99. 
Szpila. G. 2010. “Formy i funkcje frazeologizmów w powieściach Doroty Masłowskiej.” Język Polski XC (4-
5): 310-320. 
Szpila, G. 2012a. Idioms in Salman Rushdie’s Novels. A Phraseo-stylistic Approach. Frankfurt am Main: Peter 
Lang. 
Szpila, G. 2012b. “Salman Rushdie’s Phraseological Landscapes.” In E. Öztabak-Avcı et al. (eds.), Salman 
Rushdie and his Work. Ankara: Middle East Technical University, 133-141. 
Szpila, G. 2014. “Phraseologically Speaking: A Case of Salman Rushdie’s Idiomatic Style.” In E. Willim (ed.), 
Continuity in Language. Styles and Registers in Literary and Non-Literary Discourse. Kraków: Oficyna 
Wydawnicza AFM, 125-134. 

 
 
 

Session Presentations 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 

Daniela Antonchuk 
Autonomous University of Barcelona 
 

Case and prepositional systems in the expression of place in 

Russian, English, French and Spanish  
 
The subject of cases represents a big trouble for those students whose native language is 
not notable for case modifications of the noun. Nevertheless, prepositions also pose a lot 
of problems for non-native speakers and learners of a foreign language like English, 
Spanish and French. Nevertheless, the functions of the case and prepositional systems are 
closely related. Hermann Paul, Wülner and Bernhaldi state that conceptually we can 
attribute prepositions and cases to one category (López, 1972; Hjelmslev, 1978). The 
famous linguist De Boer also expresses that the preposition is functionally the 
substitution of a case in the languages where the case system is not full-fledged. It is true 
that in languages with a lower grade of the inflection of the noun and where there is no 
case declination of the noun, prepositions functionally substitute cases, whereas in the 
languages where there exists the case declination of the noun, prepositions sometimes 
determine the use of cases. Nonetheless, prepositions cannot be a mere substitution of the 
case in terms of function, since in inflectional languages, e.g. Russian, there are cases and 
prepositions and, moreover, certain prepositions require a special case after them. Thus, 
it would be more appropriate to assume that in such languages prepositions precise the 
morphological function of the case. However, the use of each prepositional system, i.e. 
English, French and Spanish, differs greatly. Thus, in Spanish, the phenomenon of the 
polysemous use of prepositions is stronger than in French and especially in English. 
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Consequently, in the comparison of the expression of the function of place by means of 
the case and prepositional systems we can say that they are not equivalent neither 
identical. 
 
 

Awadh G. Baawaidhan 

University of  Lodz 

Translatability of Metaphors from Cultural, Linguistic, 

Cognitive Perspective 

The aim of this paper is to discuss  the problems raised in translating proverbs which include figurative 
language such as metaphor and  simile . The main focus of the  this research is put on three stages.  

     Firstly, shedding light on the problems and challenges maybe face trainees and professional translators  

when they start translating proverbs . Secondly, adopting new model as theoretical solution of proverb 

translation  problems. Finally, practice the theoretical solution ( new model) in translation proverbs 
including metaphors and simile. 

    Approaches ,models and strategies such as  Venuti’s (1994) domestication and foreignization strategies , 

Lakoff & Johnson’s conceptual metaphor theory  and Sperber & Wilson Relevance theory are adopted as 

theoretical framework of the study. 

    Generally, the study is expected to  offer new model as theoretical solution  to solve the problems 

metaphor translation  which are raised due to difference in languages and cultures in translating proverbs 
from one language to another. Practically when the two languages and cultures have no share in common 

such as English–Arabic. 

Keywords:   Metaphor, Cognition, Culture, Translation, Relevance 

 
 
 

Ewa Bogdanowska-Jakubowska 
University of Silesia 
 

Discursive representation of places significant for an 

individual. The Polish and American perspectives  
 

People's place of birth, university, hometown, region and country play a significant, formative 

role in their lives. These places contribute to the formation of the individuals' identities. To 

answer the question Who am I? people label themselves in many different ways, using different 

words and expressions and making references to places important to them (cf. Barker & 

Galasiński, 2001; Machin & van Leeuwen, 2008). 

The aim of the study is to investigate how these places are depicted in public discourse 

in Polish and American cultures. 

A selection of speeches delivered at Polish universities by their prominent graduates 

and commencement speeches delivered at American universities will be used to analyse how 

places significant to the individual are discursively represented in the two languages and 

cultures. 
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Due to the specificity of the discourse to be investigated, the theoretical basis of 
the study will be an interdisciplinary framework – the integrative pragmatic and 
discourse-analytic approach (Wodak, 2007/2014, 2009), which incorporates into 
discourse analysis important features of the immediate context and implicit meanings. 
 

References 

Barker, C., & Galasiński (2001). Cultural studies and discourse analysis: A dialogue on 
 language and identity. Sage. 
Machin, D., & van Leeuwen, T. (2008). Branding the self. In Identity Trouble (pp. 43-57). 
 Palgrave Macmillan UK. 
Wodak, R. (2007/2014). Pragmatics and Critical Discourse Analysis. A cross-disciplinary 
 analysis. Pragmatics and Cognition 15.1 (2007): 203–225. Selected 203–207, 215–
218.  Reprinted in: The Discourse Studies Reader. Main Currents in Theory and Analysis. 
 Eds. J. Angermuller, D. Maingueneau and R. Wodak. Amsterdam/Philadelphia: John 
 Benjamins Publishing Company. 
Wodak, R. (2009). Discursive construction of national identity. Edinburgh University Press. 
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Maria Brenda 
University of Szczecin 
 

Geometric relations in selected English spatial prepositions  
 
Space is one of the most fundamental concepts in human experience. It is thought to be 
characterized by three parameters – magnitude, which refers to the matter making up 
space specifying whether an object is discrete or mass, dimensionality, referring to the 
three axes along which an object can be located, that is, left/right, front/back and 
up/down, and directedness, characterizing space as a symmetric entity in which it is 
possible to move in any direction. The three aspects of space are encoded in language by 
means of spatial prepositions.  
 The concept of place is embedded in a more general concept of space and may be 
realized as individual elements of space. The proposed study seeks to look into such 
spatial components encoded by selected English prepositions and their Polish 
equivalents, that is, a point, line, surface, region, and figures, and into the relationships 
those elements enter. Trajectors and landmarks of various spatial relations are 
scrutinized and their geometries described. Secondary reference objects and frames of 
reference are also taken into consideration to show how spatial prepositions locate 
individual objects in space.  
 
 
 

Bożena Cetnarowska 
University of Silesia  
 

Word order in N+N combinations in Polish and English 
 

This paper investigates word order in N+N combinations which are recognized as 
morphological compounds in English and as juxtapositions (i.e. phrasal names, cf. Booij 
2009) in Polish. The contrast is highlighted between the placement of the formal (i.e. 
morphosyntactic) head in English coordinate compounds and in Polish coordinate 
juxtapositions, as shown by the Polish N+N combination żona prawnik (lit. wife lawyer) 
and its English equivalent lawyer wife. Types of coordinate N+N combinations in both 
languages are identified which allow for constituent reordering, as shown by the 
variability in the pair piosenkarka-aktorka (lit. singer.FEM–actress) vs. aktorka-
piosenkarka (actress –singer.FEM) and in the the corresponding English compounds 
actress-singer vs. singer-actress. Special attention is given to English compounds 
containing the word woman and the consequences of constituent reordering for their 
inflectional behaviour. Factors are considered which influence word order in coordinate 
compounds or juxtapositions (cf. Olsen 2001, 2004, Kallas 1980). The link is discussed 
between the reversibility of such N+N combinations, their semantic transparency and 
their syntactic or morphological status (cf. Masini 2009). 
 

Selected references 

Booij, G. (2009). Phrasal names: A constructionist analysis. Word Structure 2(2), 219-240. 
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Kallas, K. (1980). Grupy apozycyjne we współczesnym języku polskim. Toruń: Wydawnictwo 

Uniwersytetu Mikołaja Kopernika. 

Masini, F. (2009). Phrasal lexemes, compounds and phrases: A constructionist perspective. 

Word Structure 2(2), 254-271. 

Olsen, S. (2001). Copulative compounds: A closer look at the interface between syntax and 

morphology. Yearbook of Morphology, 279-320. 

Olsen, S. (2004). Coordination in morphology and syntax: the case of copulative compounds. 

In A. G. B. ter Meulen, and W. Abraham (eds.), The Composition of Meaning. From Lexeme 

to Discourse, 17-38. Amsterdam and Philadelphia: John Benjamins. 

 

 

 

Izabella Drozd,  

University of Silesia 

Chinese localizers  

The speech is intended to present Chinese localizers also known as nouns of locality. Localizers 

(方位词fāngwèi cí)  express the relative position of the entities denoted by nouns. They can 

have a monosyllabic or dissyllabic form and they form a subclass of nouns (Cheung, Ch-H. C. 

2016. Chinese: Parts of Speech. Sin-wai, C. (edt.) 2016. The Routledge Encyclopedia of the 

Chinese Language. New York: Routledge.) The monosyllabic localizers comprise of:  内 (nèi) 

– inside, within; 上 (shàng) – up; 后 (hòu) – back; 左 (zuŏ) – left; 南 (nán) – south; 西 (xī) – 

west; 下(xià) – down; 前 (qián) – front; 外 (wài) – outside; 北 (běi) – north; 中(zhōng) – middle; 

旁 (pang) – side; 右 (yòu) – right; 里 (lǐ) – inside; 东 (dōng) – east; and间 (jiān) – middle, in. 

Nouns of locality follow noun phrases, resulting in place nouns (处所词 chùsuocí or 处所名词

chù suǒ míng cí) (Chappell, H. and Peyraube, A. 2008. Chinese localizers: Diachrony and some 

typological considerations. Xu, D. (edt.). 2008. Space in Languages of China: Cross-linguistic, 

Synchronic and Diachronic Perspectives. Springer Science.). Most of the dissyllabic nouns of 

locality are created either trough the addition of suffixes, usually  边 (biān)/边儿 (biānr), 面 

(miàn)/面儿 ( miànr), or 头 (tóu) and sometimes 部 (bù), or prefixes之zhī or以yĭ. Dissyllabic 

nouns of locality can serve as objects, subjects, place nouns or can be added to nouns to express 

place.  
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Bożena Duda 

University of Rzeszów 

LOCATION FOR PROFESSION IN ENGLISH AND IN POLISH  

 

It has long been acknowledged that our conceptualization patterns are, to a large extent, 

reflected on a linguistic level, and metonymic patterns are by all means part and parcel of such 

everyday thinking observable through language. The primary focus of the ongoing analysis is 

placed on innumerable plausible linguistic realisations of metonymic mappings in the formation 

of names of professions, prostitution taking pride of place, in two typologically unrelated 

languages, namely English and Polish. In particular, we shall conduct the analysis with the use 

of the idealized cognitive model (ICM) theory as understood by Lakoff (1987), and as 

elaborated on by Kövecses (2006). It needs to be stressed that while metonymic patterns may 

be universal across time, their linguistic realisations may undergo alterations as a result of the 

changing reality, be it sociological, cultural or technological. Here, we shall focus on the types 

of metonymic patterns observable in the conceptualisation of names of professions in English 

and Polish with a view to establishing similarities and differences between the two cultures and 

languages. 

 

Keywords: metonymy, idealised cognitive models (ICMs), contrastive analysis, synonyms of 

prostitute,  

X-phemisms 

 

Selected references: 
Benczes, Réka, Antonio Barcelona, and Francisco J. Ruiz de Mendoza Ibáñez (eds.). 2011. Defining Metonymy in 

Cognitive Linguistics. Towards a consensus view. Amsterdam/Philadelphia: John Benjamins. 

Díaz-Vera, Javier E. 2015. Metaphor and Metonymy across Time and Cultures. Perspectives on the Sociohistorical 

Linguistics of Figurative Language. Berlin/Munich/Boston: Walter de Gruyter. 

Duda, Bożena. 2017. “Polish versus English metonymy-based synonyms of prostitute.” In: Kiełtyka R., 

Konieczna, E. (eds.) English versus Slavic. Lexicon in a Morphological and Semantic Perspective. Frankfurt 

a/Main: Peter Land Edition, pp. 39-52. 

Green, Jonathon. 2010. Green’s Dictionary of Slang. London: Chambers Harrap. 
Kövecses, Zoltán. 2000. Metaphor and Emotion. Language, Culture and Body in Human Feeling. Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press. 

Kövecses, Zoltán. 2006. Language, Mind and Culture. A Practical Introduction. Oxford: Oxford University Press. 

Lakoff, George. 1987. Women, Fire and Dangerous Things. What Categories Reveal about the Mind. Chicago: 

University of Chicago Press. 
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Anna Dziama 

University of Rzeszów 

Conceptualizations of shtetl in American English and Polish: a 

Cultural Linguistic Study  

 

This paper tries to examine conceptualizations of shtetl, “a small Jewish town or village 

formerly found in Eastern Europe” in American English and Polish from the perspective of 

Cultural Linguistics. It can be observed that the concept of shtetl reflects cultural metaphors 

where shtetl is viewed as a mythic Jewish idyll and, contemporarily, a metaphor for Jewish 

communality, for example, referring to an apartment building in an urban Jewish American 

neighborhood of the East Coast cities. On the contrary, for the speakers of Polish sztetl/sztetł is 

mainly used to refer to a Jewish village or a small town in pre-war Poland.  

Shtetl is also used to describe and categorize things such as tradition, a place of Jewish Diaspora 

and Yiddishkeit for, mainly, American Jewry. For Poles, sztetl/sztetł connotes a poor Jewish 

settlement of the past. Hence, this research paper presents cultural categorizations of place that 

often emerge at the cultural level of cognition.  Overall, the observations made in this paper 

reveal the potential of cultural schema theory for studies of cultural linguistics. 

 

Keywords: Cultural Linguistics, cultural schemas, cultural metaphor, American English, Polish 

 
 
 

Agnieszka Helena Grabarczyk 

María Gracia Torres Díaz 

University of Malaga 

Ethnolinguistic view on conceptual organization of space, its 

hidden meaning and ambiguity   

The paper considers territorial conceptualization of space organization and its variations 
among different cultures based on Edward Hall’s Primary Message System of 
territoriality. The research is aimed to compare and show the differences in meaning of 
common place references depending on the culture of origin of the speaker and the 
context. It is focused on the ambiguity and hidden message of certain expressions 
referring to place, ambiguity of which, could interfere in the communication process. The 
examples shown come from Spanish, Polish and English and the results shown are 
supported by the survey conducted among native users of all the three languages. 
First, we would like to show the mechanism of cultural identity construction based on the 
territory factor and the subconscious understanding of the primary positions such as: left, 
right, North, South, West, East, centre, the middle, in, out. The aim is to compare the 
secondary meaning of those concepts as well as subconscious stereotypical associations 
that all those lexical parts might imply and likely misunderstandings they could result in.  
Then some of the common geographical names or real places and its names would be 
reviewed and their meaning and reception contrasted according to culturally different 
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origin and target groups. Finally, we would consider the grammatical category of adverbs 
of place in the three languages considering the examples of its contextual, culturally 
related use with no actual reference to physical space.  
 
Bibliography: 
Hall, Edward T. Beyond Culture, New York: Doubleday, 1989 
Hall, Edward T.  The Hidden Dimension, New York: Doubleday, 1982 
Hall, Edward T. The Silent Language, New York: Doubleday.  
Katan, David, Translating Cultures, Manchester, 1999 
Wierzbicka, Anna, Cross-cultural Pragmatics, New York, 2003 
 
 
 

Agnieszka Grząśko 

University of Rzeszów 

 

Mo chuisle, moya golubshka, my sultan or mi cielito – the 

influence of culture on endearments 

 

 

With the exception of a handful of languages in which terms of endearment are few and far 

between, the vast majority of cultures may boast about having rich and diverse collections of 

love-isms. Around the world and across languages, people express their love in creative and 

frequently peculiar ways. The main aim of the presentation is to focus on selected terms of 

affection specific to a given culture and part of the world (for example Irish mo chuisle, Russian 

moya golubshka, Turkish my sultan, Spanish mi cielito or German Schnuckiputzi) from a 

cognitive perspective. Furthermore, we shall present the working of various cognitive 

mechanisms in the changes of the meanings of the analysed lexical items. As the language of 

love around the world is dominated by metaphors from cookery and the realm of animals, we 

shall concentrate on – among others – the phenomena of foodsemy and zoosemy.  

 

Keywords: endearments, place, zoosemy, foodsemy, culture 
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Martina Irsara 

Free University of Bozen-Bolzano  

Place and movement: A contrastive analysis of learner 

language 

Native tongues often leave their imprint in the encoding of motion events in a foreign language. 

Learners of English tend to make different lexical and syntactic choices according to the other 

languages they speak. 

The aim of the present paper is to determine how multilingual learners of English employ 

motion verb phrases to express space concepts in narrative and picture description tasks. The 

texts were provided in Trentino-South Tyrol (Italy) by more than 200 learners of English who 

spoke different first and second languages: Ladin, Italian, and German (group 1); German and 

Italian (group 2); Italian and German (group 3). The data were elicited through Mayer’s (1969) 

picture book Frog, where are you? and twelve drawings. One of the guiding principles adopted 

in this comparative evaluation was Talmy’s (2000) much-discussed typology for motion. 

The analysis of Mayer’s (1969) opening scene depicting a frog (figure) leaving a jar (ground) 

revealed that the verbs escape, jump, and climb were the favourite ones among the L1 speakers 

of Ladin and German (groups 1 and 2), whereas the English verb climb was not used by the 

Italian speakers (group 3). It was therefore hypothesised that climb might be used by Italians in 

fewer contexts due to a different crosslinguistic influence from their L1. Targeted drawings 

depicting an individual climbing in different places were administered to Ladin, Italian, and 

German learners of English to test this hypothesis.  

The reported analysis confirms observations made in the fields of typology, dialectology, 

language acquisition, and crosslinguistic research, and adds novel information on using English 

as a third and fourth language.  

 

References 

Mayer, M. (1969). Frog, where are you? New York: Dial Books for Young Readers. 

Talmy L. (2000). Toward a cognitive semantics (Vol. 2). Cambridge, MA: MIT Press. 

 

 

Ireneusz Kida 

University of Silesia 

Comparison of loan word lists in the  national language of 

Indonesia 

As we can read in the Encyclopedia of Asian American flolklore and folklife, Bahasa Indonesia 

is the national language of the Republic of Indonesia and is spoken by almost the entire 

population of around 250 million people. Although many Indonesians use their regional 

languages and dialects among family and friends, the above mentioned language functions as 

the official language of mass media, education and government. In the AWL (About World 

Languages) website we can learn that Bahasa Indonesia is a member of the Malayo-Polynesian 

branch of the Austronesian language family, and that it is a standardized dialect of Malay, which 

had been used as a lingua franca in the Indonesian archipelago for centuries; therefore, the two 

languages, Malay and Bahasa Indonesia, are very similar in their sound system, grammar, and 
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vocabulary. With the declaration of independence of Indonesia from the Netherlands in 1945, 

it achieved the status of an official language. In the Encyclopedia of Asian American flolklore 

and folklife we can further read that apart from being based on a variant of Malay and a number 

of regional languages, Bahasa Indonesia also contains quite a lot of loan words from Arabic, 

Chinese, Dutch, English, Portuguese and Sanskrit. Therefore, it is those loan words that are 

going to be the subject of my paper, in which lists of vocabulary items from the mentioned 

languages will be presented for comparison. 

 

Bibliography: 

Lee J. H. X. and Nadeau K. M. (eds), 2011. Encyclopedia of Asian American flolklore and 

folklife. Oxford, England: ABC-CLIO. 

Websites: 

http://aboutworldlanguages.com/bahasa-indonesia 

 

 

 

Robert Kiełtyka 

University of Rzeszów 

Animal-related place names in English and Polish 

The issue of semantic motivation is usually regarded in onomastic literature (see, for example, 

Naumann 1987:16, Jäkel 1999:211, Bierwiaczonek 2013:147) as a hypothesis. It is believed 

that proper names in general may originally be motivated, however this original motivation may 

gradually disappear. Proper names should therefore be viewed as having etymological, rather 

than lexical meaning. In this account an attempt will be made to pay attention to selected place 

names that etymologically speaking seem to be related to animal names, that is they seem to 

have animal-related motivation. This contribution is, however, a mere pilot study whose 

underlying aim is to highlight not only the presence, but rather the importance of the role played 

by animals in language and the mentality of language users. The analysis of English-Polish 

linguistic material obtained from the Index of Place Names in England and Wales1 as well as 

the online database Nazwy miejscowości w Polsce2 (‘Place names in Poland’) shows a number 

of tendencies observable in the process of animal-related place name formation. Some of these 

tendencies may be viewed as language-specific, others seem to have historical, cultural or social 

motivation. For example, one of the tendencies is the derivation of Polish place names like 

Koniusza from animal-related surnames (Koniuszy ‘equerry’ from koń ‘horse’). Another 

tendency is to derive place names from animal-related activities or places like, for example, a 

place of breeding. Some animal-related place names seem to originate from metaphor-

metonymy interactions, others are exclusively metonymic or metaphorical in character. 
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PHONOLOGY WITHOUT PLACE DIMENSION? THE CASE OF 

ARTICULATORILY DISTANT CLASSES 

Recent years have witnessed a widespread increase of interest in the studies of segmental 

structure. It has resulted in the development of theoretical models which reject feature 

definitions based on articulation or raw acoustics. Unquestionably, one of the most influential 

ones is Element Theory (ET) which in its search for the exact nature of the linguistically 

significant categories relies neither on the articulatory features inherited from SPE nor on the 

acoustic ones based on the parameters of machine spectography (Harris and Lindsey 2000, 

Backley 2011). More specifically, in this model ‘the mental representation of speech sounds is 

coded neither in tongue heights nor in formant heights or basilar stimulation points. Instead it 

is coded in information-bearing patterns which humans perceive in speech signal.’ (Harris and 

Lindsey 2000: 186). In other words, internalized patterns (auditory images) called elements are 

directly associated with certain acoustic properties in the speech signal. And since elements are 

based on the speech signal rather than on auditory (Jakobson at al. 1952) or articulatory 

(Chomsky and Halle 1968) properties, the model can encompass the linguistic knowledge 

shared by both parties, i.e. speakers and hearers alike. It follows that phonetic data such as noise 

burst or amplitude can be used to describe and classify speech sounds, but such acoustic 

properties mostly do not count as linguistic knowledge, and so are not reflected in segmental 

structure. Similarly, even though one of the primary objectives of elements is to function as 

target patterns for speakers, they do not contain the specifics of how to achieve this target, i.e. 

tongue position, glottal state, lip position, etc., are not part of linguistic knowledge (Backley 

2011). Simply put, speech production is not controlled by the grammar, i.e. neither auditory-

acoustic details nor articulation is used as a code in terms of which the information is compiled; 

speech production is responsible only for delivering the speech signal and for carrying the 

linguistic message. Finally, ET assumes that language users are able to extract from the speech 

signal the acoustic patterns that carry linguistically relevant information, while everything else 

is filtered out. Since these patterns contain linguistic information, there is a direct mapping 

between them and phonological categories in the grammar, i.e. elements. 

In this talk, I discuss one particular example of two articulatorily distant consonant 

classes which pattern phonologically on a massive scale, i.e. labials and velars, and throw it 

against the solutions proposed within the ET model. The deep complexity of the issue is caused 

by the curiously unique character of the labial-velar mutual interactions, in that they involve a 

radical change in the place of articulation. More frequent sound changes, by contrast, involve a 

change only in the manner of articulation, e.g. [p] > [f], or possibly a change to an adjacent 

place of articulation, e.g. palatalization. Moreover, the relationship between labials and velars 

is frequently manifested indirectly via various apparently unrelated processes such as 

vocalization, gliding, epenthesis and diphthongization. It follows that a discussion of the 

interactions between labials and velars must encompass vocalic segments. The inevitability of 

this move is dictated by the high frequency of the processes in which labial vowels interact with 

velars. 
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Anomaly, axiology, and metaphor: the case of 

particle/preposition inversion in English noun and verb 

compounds derived from verb + particle/preposition 

constructions  

 
Keywords: anomaly, axiology, compound, form, meaning, metaphor, particle, preposition. 
 
Some English noun and verb compounds can be derived from verb + particle/preposition 
constructions (Courtney 1989) by means of moving the particle/preposition from the 
final to the initial position. For example, the prepositional verb to pass by yields the noun 
compound by-pass. The change of the position of the morpheme by results in the change 
of meaning of the nominal construction. Thus, to pass by means to go by some 
geographical or physical landmark, but a by-pass refers to a connection provided to avoid 
it; to start up means, among other things, to begin one’s business or career, but an upstart 
describes someone who does it very quickly and at the same time causes resentment, 
which suggests some irregularity in the course of their action; to set up means to organize 
and establish something, but to upset means to overturn it or disturb it. 
 The paper argues that such derivations often blend metaphors giving meaning to 
form (Lakoff and Johnson 1980: 126-138) and metaphors reflecting the axiological 
parameter of GOOD vs. BAD (Kalisz 2001: 154-169; Krzeszowski 1990). That is because in 
many cases the change of the position of the particle or preposition not only causes the 
change of meaning motivated by the metaphor ALTERED POSITION IS ALTERED STATE OF AFFAIRS, 
but also entails the presence of the metaphor REGULAR POSITION IS GOOD/IRREGULAR POSITION 

IS BAD. It is the case of the compounds that express negative meanings compared to the 
original verb + particle/preposition constructions, for example in the start up vs. upstart 
and the set up vs. upset pairs. 
 The grammar- and axiology-related metaphors may be complemented by 
metaphors related to the contextual domain in which the expressions are used. If, for 
example, the start up vs. upstart opposition is used in the context of a career, the 
expressions are also based on the conceptual metaphor A CAREER IS AN UPWARD JOURNEY 
(Kövecses 2002: 214). As a result, each of the compounds can be viewed as a complex 
blend of metaphors operating on the levels of form and content. 
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Ma – the spatial-temporal intervals 

Ma (間), meaning interval, is a concept in Japanese language and Japanese culture which 
expresses both spatial and temporal gaps, or intervals. It is crucial to both religion (e.g. 
shintō) and arts (e.g. the Nō theatre, music) in Japan. Characteristically, the meaning of ma 
points to spaces, and pauses, which, seemingly empty, allow different forms (such as 
material objects, sounds, etc.) to exist, as there is no being without 
nothingness/emptiness.  
 I would like to argue that the dual space/time relation represented by the 
character 間 (in compound words read as kan) was a key factor behind creating the words 

時間 (jikan, time) and空間(kūkan, space) when translations of Western scientific concepts 
were necessary after reestablishment of international relations between Japan and other 
countries. It may be said that due to the use of 間 in these two words the inseparability of 
space-time (introduced by Einstein into contemporary physics) is hinted at linguistically 
even if one focuses on just one aspect (spatial or temporal) of our four-dimensional 
reality.  
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Linguistic universals as a means of evaluating etymological 

hypotheses 

 
The paper discusses the potential application of linguistic universals in the field of 
etymology. The point of departure is Greenberg’s universals, which were the first attempt 
at collecting an extensive list of universals concerning various levels of linguistic 
representation and based on a wide sample of languages belonging to different families, 
but the principal source for the paper has been the Universals Archive run by the 
University of Konstanz, recording over 2000 universals expressed – explicitly or implicitly 
– in linguistic publications, covering the timespan of several decades. Then, particular 
words of dubious origin in English, German, Latin and Polish, semantically connected with 
spatial orientation, are presented, and their competing etymologies are scrutinized in the 
light of linguistic universals. In the last part, the emphasis is put on proper place names, 
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whose etymologies tend to be even more obscure than it is the case with common nouns, 
and the same method is adopted. 
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Contrastive Study of Standard vs. Nonstandard British Accents  

The purpose of this paper is to explore the impact of native accent spoken on comprehension 

and reception among non-native listeners. The recordings employed in the analysis contain two 

identical texts read by two native British speakers representing distant areas of England and 

dissimilar accents – Standard British contrasted with Yorkshire accent spoken in Bradford.  

The main reason for choosing this topic is to investigate whether in the era of almost unlimited 

access to various language samples through the Internet, a nonstandard accent still remains a 

challenge in terms of comprehension. The paper also attempts to show the most apparent 

phonetic contrasts between the two accents as reasons for possible understanding  failures. 
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Place in Academic English 

Recent interest in the concept of lexical bundles has resulted in extensive research into 
the distributional and functional aspects of these multiword combinations in a variety of 
academic genres, including such much-studied ones as research article (RA)  or review. 
Less attention has been given to genres situated on the periphery of academicity, namely 
para-academic genres of popular science. The present study examines one category of 
lexical bundles, namely, location, both in the generically most central RA in a number of 
disciplines and in more marginal popular science articles with the view to determining 
similarities and differences in the way such texts are structured and composed by the 
functional element of location. 
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A Contrastive Analysis of Terms for Domesticated Animals as 

Swearwords in English and Polish 

 

The animal metaphor (zoosemy) is one of the most prevalent human-related semantic 

extensions across different languages. A significant percentage of animal metaphors are used 

dysphemistically in language, which links the use of animal metaphors to linguistic swearing 

to a great extent. The aim of this paper is to provide a contrastive analysis of terms for 

domesticated animals used as swearwords in Polish and English. 

Firstly, I will refer to the linguistic phenomenon of swearing, its functions and realisations, as 

they are presented in available literature (Allan and Burridge, 1991, 2006; Pinker, 2008; Ljung, 

2011). Secondly, I will present the earlier works into contrastive studies of domesticated 

animals and their conclusions (Kiełtyka and Kleparski, 2005; Kiełtyka, 2008, 2016; Miodek, 

2014). Thirdly, I will provide account of my own analysis into the field of Polish and English 

domesticated animals used as swearwords.  

In the conclusions I would like to provide the most important similarities and differences 

concerning the contrastive studies into English and Polish domesticated animals. I will attempt 

to provide the reasons as to why research into the problem of animal metaphors employed for 

people touches upon certain significant questions concerning the human cognition.  
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When around does not imply 'round' 

 
Space and location, or more generally, 'place', are inherent parts of the semantic content 
of prepositions. Different prepositions allow for different conceptualizations of 'place,' 
and in some cases they trigger conceptualizations which depart from what can be directly 
inferred from their meaning, thus assumed as canonical. A case in point can be the 
preposition around, whose uses and whose equivalents in other languages not always 
seem to foreground the concept of 'roundness' in its strictly mathematical sense. 
In the presentation the author analyses the semantic content as well as the uses of the 
preposition around and some of its Polish equivalents, attempting to discover the schema 
that structures the  semantic content of the preposition and affects its way of 
conceptualizing place. The author argues that central for conceptualizing is the 
perceptual/conceptual ability of the conceptualizer (often identified with the personal 
trajector of the preposition) the range of which is marked by the line segment whose most 
extreme points are, at one end, the location-point of the trajector-conceptualizer, and on 
the opposite end – the point on the boundary which is the external surface of a three-
dimensional shape (not necessarily spherical) encompassing the region conceptually 
accessible to the conceptualizer.   
 
Key words: conceptualization, trajector, landmark, image schema. 
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At the Confluence of Languages – Language Transfer as a 

Learning Strategy 

 

Much of the current research into language learning and teaching is concerned with the 

phenomenon referred to as language transfer. Many researchers in the field have already dealt 

with its causes and effects, offering an extensive literature on bilinguals and suggesting that 

crosslinguistic influence is an obstacle to successful foreign language acquisition. It is thus 

frequently described as a highly negative phenomenon giving rise to a number of phonetic, 

lexical, grammatical, and even pragmatic mistakes. However, the advantages of language 

transfer have received rather scant attention and the fact that crosslinguistic influence can also 

be seen as a language learning strategy employed both on the conscious and unconscious level 

has been largely ignored. That is why this paper is to lay emphasis on the positive aspects of 

foreign languages already known to learners – on the previous knowledge of the first and second 

language that are likely to blaze a trail for both new vocabulary and grammatical structures in 

other languages. The study shall address the issue of the multilingual mind, which is the place 

where various languages meet, having ripple effects in terms of the acquisition of new linguistic 

items. Therefore, basing on a survey conducted among students, the paper aims to explore the 

instances of crosslinguistic influence as regards third language learners, as well as to evaluate 

their level of knowledge concerning language transfer and its didactic application.  
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Prototypes of the CAUSED-MOTION construction in Polish and 

English 

 

The CAUSED-MOTION construction is one of the basic ways to express change of location. 

It unites the concepts of causation and motion; its basic semantics features an agent directly 

causing a thing to move to a new place (e.g. The boy put the box on the shelf) (Goldberg 

2006:33). Construction Grammar assumes that constructions are radial categories centred 

around a prototype and consequently, the various uses of a construction will reflect the central 

pattern more or less closely (Taylor 2015: 566). Thus, a general question arises: to what extent 

are such constructional prototypes language-specific? The present research will strive to 

contribute to the discussion. 

The study compares the prototypical examples of the CAUSED-MOTION construction 

in English and Polish.  The starting point of the analysis is the English verb put, which is the 

lexical item strongly associated with the construction. Due to its frequency and generality of 
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meaning, put has a pivotal role in the acquisition and use of the structure (Goldberg et al. 2004: 

299). It can be expected that the Polish equivalents of the construction may not be related to an 

equally unified central pattern. The features to be examined are, among others: the choice of 

the Polish verb, the number, category, and ordering of construction elements, and the degree of 

metaphorical extension. The study will rely on both parallel and monolingual corpora, in order 

to determine what syntactic, semantic and pragmatic features differentiate between the most 

typical realizations of the CAUSED-MOTION construction in the two languages. A 

combination of correspondence analysis and logistic regression will be applied to investigate 

the correlations between the factors and to isolate the statistically significant ones.  
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Place and text structure: The place of the purpose statement  

in linguistics article introductions (an English–Polish 

perspective) 

 
This article applies the concept of place to the analysis of text structure. In particular, it 
discusses selected aspects of the organisation of the academic article introduction – a 
section of a central academic genre, recognised as both troublesome (Swales, 1990) and 
strategically important, as it is at this stage that the reader forms the first, and often 
lasting, impressions of the whole text. Based on Swales’ (1990) revised CARS model of 
article introductions and drawing on previous Polish–English contrastive studies (e.g., 
Duszak, 1994; Golebiowski 1998, 1999), it looks into the placement, realisation, and role 
of the purpose statement in introductions to articles published in the years 2001-2006 in 
linguistics-related peer-reviewed English- and Polish-language journals. It seeks answers 
to the following questions: (i) is the statement of purpose a typical/recurrent feature of 
introductions to Polish-language articles? (ii) if it does occur in Polish, in which part of the 
introduction is it usually made by Polish and English authors? (iii) what is the preferred 
way of announcing it in both groups of texts? and (iv) can any assessment be made of its 
prominence in both languages on the basis of what precedes and what follows it? 
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The preposition under and its noun collocates in the under-

NOUN pattern: A quantitative corpus -based investigation 

 
This paper employs a constructional approach to grammatical structure (Goldberg  2006) 
and a quantitative corpus-based method that is specifically tailored for investigating the 
relationship between a grammatical construction and a lexical item occurring in one slot 
of this particular pattern. The method, referred to as the attraction-reliance measure 
(Schmidt 2000; Schmid & Küchenhoff 2013), is used to gauge the reciprocal interaction 
between a noun and the preposition under in  the under-NOUN pattern: in other words, to 
determine strongly attracted and repelled nouns of this construction. The data used in 
this study come from the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA). On the basis 
of the quantitative study dealing with the under-NOUN pattern, the paper demonstrates 
that there are nouns that are more strongly attracted to the preposition under than others, 
and that the co-occurrence of particular nouns with this preposition is more significant 
than their use in other constructions. In addition, the results of the analysis seem to 
suggest that the relationships between nouns and the preposition under are based on 
conceptual metaphors, schemas and domains.  
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